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Abstract
The vertical total electron content (VTEC) is one of the key quantities to describe variations of the ionosphere and can be pro-
vided to users to correct the ionospheric disturbances for GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) positioning. The VTEC 
values and the corresponding standard deviations are routinely provided in the so-called Global Ionosphere Maps (GIM), 
with a typical time resolution of 2 h (and up to 15 min) on regular grids with 2.5º resolution in latitude and 5º resolution in 
longitude. To determine the ionospheric corrections from the GIMs for positioning applications, an interpolation has to be 
applied to the VTEC grid values, which generally degenerates the final VTEC accuracy. In this context, the typically applied 
bi-linear interpolation of the VTEC values is calculated by introducing a new weighting scheme by means of the standard 
deviation maps in the ionospheric domain. In the sequel, the impact of the use of the VTEC uncertainties for the interpola-
tion procedure is applied to the GIMs of different centers and assessed in the ionospheric and in the positioning domain. 
For the assessment of the GIM in the ionospheric domain, the VTEC values calculated are compared with VTEC directly 
obtained from the given GIM, i.e., without interpolation. In the positioning domain, the impact of the VTEC uncertainties 
is analyzed by means of single-frequency precise point positioning (PPP), considering four Brazilian stations in challenging 
regions. The use of the standard deviation values in positioning provides a significant improvement in periods of high solar 
flux, especially for stations in the region under more intense ionospheric effect (mean rates of improvements up to 47%).
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Introduction

The free electrons in the earth’s ionosphere can signifi-
cantly impact the propagation of radio waves, in particular 
in L-band affecting GNSS-based applications. In ionosphere 
studies, the effect of the electrons on the propagation of 
GNSS signals is mostly based on the very same observa-
tions. To be more specific, the number of electrons along the 

transmitter–receiver line-of-sight in the ionosphere (herein-
after electron density Ne(�, �, h, t) , function of the latitude 
� , the longitude � , the height h and the time t  ). In other 
words, the multi-frequency GNSS measurements provide the 
information about the so-called Slant Total Electron Content 
(STEC),

as the integral along the ray path between the posi-
tions xS and xR of the transmitting satellite and 
the receiver, respectively, with the position vector 
x = r[cos�cos�, cos�sin�, sin�]T , with r as the radial dis-
tance in a geocentric coordinate system. For ionosphere 
modeling, to relate the STEC and the VTEC (Vertical Total 
Electron Content), typically the so-called Single-Layer 
Model (SLM) is applied, where it is assumed that all elec-
trons are concentrated on a spherical layer of infinitesimal 
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thickness and with radius H = Re + h at an assumed ion-
ospheric effective height h above a spherical Earth of 
radius Re . Applying a zenith angle z depending mapping 
function M(z) to the STEC values from GNSS yields the 
VTEC(�, �, t) as the integral along the height (Mannucci 
et al. 1998; Hernández-Pajares et al. 1999; Dach et al. 2015). 
Since 1998, several Ionosphere Associated Analysis Centers 
(IAACs) of International GNSS Service (IGS) have been 
working on methods to compute and openly provide maps 
of VTEC, the so-called Global Ionosphere Maps (GIM) 
(Hernández-Pajares et al. 2009). These GIMs are typically 
disseminated using the so-called IONosphere EXchange for-
mat (IONEX), which comprises snapshot maps of VTEC 
values given on regular grids with 2.5° × 5° resolution in lat-
itude and longitude, respectively, and with a temporal sam-
pling of two hours (Schaer et al. 1998). Currently, the IAACs 
providing GIMs are CODE (Center for Orbit Determination 
in Europe), ESA/ESOC (European Space Agency/European 
Space Operations Centre), JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory), 
UPC (Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya), WHU (Wuhan 
University), CAS (Chinese Academy of Science), NRCan 
(Natural Resources Canada) and most recently OPTIMAP/
DGFI-TUM (Operational Tool for Ionospheric Mapping 
And Prediction/Deutsches Geodätisches Forschungsinsti-
tut- Technische Universität München) (Feltens and Schaer 
1998; Roma-Dollase et al. 2018).

Besides the 2.5° × 5° (latitude x longitude) spatial resolu-
tion, GIMs are typically provided at a two-hour sampling 
between two consecutive maps, as previously mentioned. 
The calculation of the ionospheric corrections for position-
ing applications by means of GIM requires interpolation 
of the regular grid to the specific IPP (ionospheric pierce 
point) of the observation to be corrected. The interpolation 
accuracy is inversely proportional to the spatial and tem-
poral resolution of the maps. In addition to the estimated 
VTEC values, their estimated standard deviations, presented 
as “RMS” (root mean squared) in the IONEX format, are 
also available at most of the GIMs provided by means of 
such a format. However, in the original VTEC interpola-
tion equation presented by Schaer et al. (1998), the error 
estimates (standard deviations) of VTEC grid are not consid-
ered. Those values can be used in the interpolation methods 
for weighting, which can lead to a better calculation of the 
ionospheric correction. In this way, the VTEC interpolation 
would not solely rely on the distance from the grid values. 
As far as the authors could find, no previous studies clearly 
explore those important indicators of the quality of the 
VTEC values, concerning its influence in the VTEC inter-
polation or its impact on the GNSS positioning.

Regarding the assessment of GIMs at the ionospheric 
domain, it is usually based on comparisons with two 

complementary sources of reference data: VTEC obtained 
with altimeters and STEC (slant TEC) variability from inde-
pendent stations (Hernández-Pajares et al. 2017b; Roma-
Dollase et al. 2018; Ho et al. 1997; Erdogan et al. 2020). 
Other GIM assessment approaches consider comparisons 
with different GIMs (Orús et al. 2005; Goss et al. 2019), 
models such as the International Reference Ionosphere 
(Meza et al. 2002), measurements gathered from vessels 
(Luo et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2019), variability of DCBs 
(Rovira-Garcia et al. 2016) and ionosonde data (Prol et al. 
2018; Jerez et al. 2020). Another possible way of assess-
ing ionospheric models can be performed on the position-
ing domain. Many studies used this approach to verify the 
quality of different methodologies to compute VTEC maps 
at global (Orús 2017; Zhang et al. 2019; Rovira-Garcia et al. 
2020; Wang et al. 2020a) and regional (Prol et al. 2018; 
Tomaszewski et  al. 2020; Wang et  al. 2020a, b) levels. 
Besides some differences in the strategies used, such as 
observables, estimation of DCB (differential code bias) and 
models for estimating the tropospheric delay, in general, the 
precise point positioning (PPP) is applied.

In this context, we present a two-way strategy to assess 
the impact of VTEC RMS from GIMs on the calculation of 
the ionospheric correction. First, we analyze a method of 
VTEC interpolation also weighted by RMS values provided 
by GIMs. Then, we investigate the influence of the use of 
VTEC uncertainties from GIM on the GNSS positioning. 
The method proposed and assessment strategies used are 
presented in the next section. In the dataset, we present the 
products assessed, cases considered and processing strategy. 
Then, results are presented in the ionospheric domain, con-
sidering global and regional approaches, and in the position-
ing domain, considering one of the most challenging cases, 
the Brazilian region. The last section presents the summary 
and conclusions.

Method of interpolation and strategies 
of assessment

Given  a re  t he  maps  fo r  VTEC
(

�j, �k, ti
)

 and 
RMS

(

�j, �k, ti
)

 as regular grids of j = 1,… , J  latitudes 
�j = −90◦ + (j − 1) ∙ Δ� with sampling Δ� = 180◦∕(J − 1) 
and k = 1,… ,K  longitudes �k = 0◦ + (k − 1) ∙ Δ� with 
Δ� = 360◦∕K in a geocentric coordinate system and at con-
secutive time moments ti + Δt of temporal sampling Δt . By 
means of bivariate interpolation, according to Schaer et al. 
(1998) the values VTEC

(

�, �, ti
)

 at arbitrary spatial loca-
tions P

(

� = �j + pΔ�, � = �k + qΔ�
)

 with 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 and 
0 ≤ q ≤ 1 can be calculated as
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using the nearest four VTEC values. A similar inter-
polation can be performed for the RMS maps that yield 
RMS

(

�, �, ti
)

.
In order to calculate the VTEC for arbitrary time moments 

ti ≤ t ≤ ti+1 between consecutive rotated VTEC grids assum-
ing VTEC stationarity in local-time, we introduce the 
rotated longitudes for the previous and next available GIM 
considering the time of interpolation t: ��

i
= � + (t − ti) and 

�
�

i+1
= � + (t − ti+1) , expressed in the common angle units 

and taking into account that 1 h = 15°. The VTEC at the 
rotated longitudes can be calculated by the linear interpola-
tion obtained from Eq. (2), considering q=l and constant 
latitude ( p = 0):

with 0 ≤ l ≤ 1 . After calculating the four rotated 
VTEC

(

�j, �
�

k
, ti
)

 at times ti and ti+1 , Eq. (2) is used for spatial 
interpolation. After the spatial interpolation at times ti and 
ti+1 , the interpolation in time was calculated using:

Interpolation formulas (2), (3) and (4) allow for calcu-
lation of VTEC at any arbitrary point in time and space. 
However, the accuracy of the interpolated values decreases 
with increasing sampling Δ�,Δ� and Δt , see e.g. Liu et al. 
(2021), Goss et al. (2019) and Goss et al. (2021). Improve-
ments can be searched by empirically introducing additional 
factors f1 and f2 as a weighting of the consecutive VTEC 
values in (3) taking into account its estimated errors. In this 
regard, we adapt Eq. (3) as

where VTECRMS is the VTEC calculated with RMS weight-
ing factors ( f1 and f2):

(2)
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with RMS
(

�j, �k, ti
)

 and RMS
(

�j, �k + Δ�, ti
)

 provided 
by the given GIM. This way, the standard deviation of the 
VTEC values provided at GIMs are also considered in the 
interpolation strategy as well as the distance from the grid. 
Then it can be considered a distance-estimated error hybrid 
GIM interpolation.

The assessment of the influence of VTEC uncertainties is 
performed at two domains: ionospheric and positioning. The 
ionospheric domain assessment is based on the calculation 
of each cell of the GIM considering the neighbor points. 
Three approaches are considered for calculating the VTEC 
values, based on: the four closest points with the same geom-
etry of a usual interpolation inside each cell (green); the four 
closest points (red); and the eight closest points (green and 
red) as shown in Fig. 1.

The values interpolated ( VTEC
�

 ), with and without 
weighting, are then compared with the corresponding orig-
inal value from the GIM ( VTECGIM ). The RMS of those 
differences ( RMSION ) was used to assess the methods of 
interpolation:

where n is the number of values calculated. The assessment 
is performed at global and regional levels. The regional anal-
ysis considers a latitudinal approach (six regions divided by 
latitudes), as presented in Fig. 2; an approach in four dis-
tinct regions (with 20° × 25° in latitude and longitude each), 
corresponding to part of United States, Europe, Brazil and 
Australia, as shown in Fig. 3.

(6)
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RMS

(

�j, �k + Δ�, ti
)2
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(
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)2

+ RMS
(
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)2
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RMS
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)2
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(
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Fig. 1  Geometry of the points used to calculate VTEC values from 
GIM at a given position (blue) considering: the four closest points 
with the same geometry of a usual interpolation (green); the four 
closest points (red); and the eight closest points (green and red)
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The assessment of GIM is also performed at the posi-
tioning domain, considering one of the most challenging 
scenarios, the Brazilian region. In this approach, data from 
Brazilian GNSS stations are used in single-frequency PPP 
in kinematic mode. As reference position, we use the mean 
values of the positions obtained for one week processed in 
double-frequency PPP in static mode with ion-free combina-
tion and the other configuration settings followed the same 
strategy used for the kinematic processing. For the analysis, 
the RMS of the positioning error is calculated with:

where XPos, YPos and ZPos are the positions obtained with the 
kinematic processing; XSta, YSta and ZSta are the mean posi-
tions obtained with static processing. The rates of improve-
ment (RoI) of positioning are calculated using:

where RMSGIM_RMS_off and RMSGIM_RMS_on are the results 
with the positioning using GIM without and with uncertain-
ties, respectively.

(8)

RMSPOS =

√

√

√

√

1

n

n
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i=1

(
(

XPos − XSta

)2
+
(

YPos − YSta
)2

+
(

ZPos − ZSta
)2
)

(9)RoI =
RMSGIM_RMS_off - RMSGIM_RMS_on

RMSGIM_RMS_off

Dataset

Two IGS GIM products are assessed in this work, CODG 
(final solution of CODE) and UQRG (rapid high-rate solu-
tion of UPC, with one map every 15  min) available at 
CDDIS (2020). A third product, called UQ-6, is also ana-
lyzed: it is a UQRG version with an offset of 6 TECU sub-
tracted from the RMS to recover the original RMS values 
instead of the included protection level values (see Zhao 
et al. 2021). Figure 4 shows the plots of VTEC and respec-
tive RMS values from each product used in this study for day 
261 of 2011. Four weeks of data are used considering cases 
with geomagnetic storm, low solar flux and high solar flux 
(equinox and solstice). Those cases have shown being rep-
resentatives, as previously presented by Hernandez-Pajares 
et al. (2017a, b). Table 1 presents the four cases used with 
the corresponding description, days of year (DOY) and year.

For the positioning approach, we use data of four GNSS 
stations from the Brazilian Network for Continuous Moni-
toring (RBMC, acronym in Portuguese) (Fig. 5): MAPA in 
Macapá-AP (0.05 N, 50.90 W), SAVO in Salvador-BA (11.06 
S, 37.57 W), PPTE in Presidente Prudente-SP (21.88 S, 
50.59 W) and SMAR in Santa Maria-RS (28.28 S, 52.28 W).

The software RTKLib (version 2.4.2) is used to estimate 
the position of the stations, with single-frequency PPP in 
kinematic mode, except by the ion-free approach (used as 
reference positions). The general configuration used is: com-
bined solution with forward and backward filter solutions; 10º 
elevation mask; earth tides corrections; Saastamoinen model 
for the tropospheric delay calculation; precise ephemerides 
(sp3); GPS constellation; satellite antenna PVC (phase center 
variation) model; phase wind up corrections; GPS Block IIA 
satellites in eclipse exclusion; RAIM (receiver autonomous 
integrity monitoring) FDE (fault detection and exclusion) 
feature; DCB file; and no strategy for ambiguity solution. 
Four strategies are used for the ionospheric correction cal-
culation: broadcast, IONEX (by interpolating with and with-
out RMS) and ion-free (only configuration where double-
frequency data is used). However, as the focus of this study 
is the influence of the VTEC RMS in the positioning, we only 
present the results with the use of IONEX.

Results in ionospheric domain

We have assessed the three GIMs, CODE, UQRG and UQ-6, 
in the ionospheric domain at one global and two regional 
approaches. All analysis considered the three strategies pre-
sented in Sect. 2, concerning the selection of the points from 
the GIM grid used for the interpolation (Fig. 1): four closest 
points with the same geometry of the usual interpolation; 
four closest points; and the eight closest points. Results with 

Fig. 2  Analysis considering six sections divided by latitude

Fig. 3  Analysis considering four regions
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and without the RMS weighting presented similar values. 
In fact, from the first to the third strategy, the results pre-
sented even smaller differences. In this way, we present in 
the sections the results where the largest differences could be 
noticed, which is the first strategy (four closest points with 
the same geometry of the usual interpolation).

At the global approach, the main differences between the 
absolute error for the interpolation strategies were -0.020 
TECU (CODG), + 0.002 TECU (UQRG) and -0.007 TECU 
(UQ-6). Table 2 presents the mean absolute errors obtained 
with the weighting  (GIMRMSon) and the simple  (GIMRMSoff) 

interpolations and the differences of both strategies, consid-
ering each case for the three products. Concerning the mean 
absolute error, the values obtained were around 0.29 TECU 
with CODG, 0.49 TECU with UQRG and 0.52 TECU with 
UQ-6. Considering the differences, positive values indicate 
a smaller error by using the weighted interpolation. It can 
be noticed that, besides the mean values being small, the 
results with UQRG tended to lead to a better performance 
with the weighted approach. However, in general, no signifi-
cant improvement could be noticed by using RMS values to 
weight the VTEC interpolation at a global level.

The regional analysis was divided into two: (1) by latitude 
sections; (2) four specific regions—United States, Europe, 
Brazil and Australia. The differences of RMS between the 
standard interpolation and the interpolation with the RMS 
weighting of the four closest point with the same geometry 
considering the latitudinal sections are presented in Fig. 6 
with CODG (a), UQRG (b) and UQ-6 (c). Positive values 
indicate a smaller error by using the weighted interpola-
tion. It can be noticed that the results from both approaches 
presented differences close to zero, but there is a certain 

Fig. 4  VTEC and RMS values from: CODG (top row); UQRG (middle row); UQ-6 (bottom row)

Table 1  Description of cases

Case Description DOY Year

1 Geomagnetic storm 346–352 2006
2 Low solar flux 234–240 2008
3 High solar flux (equinox) 261–267 2011
4 High solar flux (solstice) 352–358 2011
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tendency of better results with the weighted strategy close to 
the equatorial region (section − 30°–0º, presented in blue), 
mainly considering UQRG and UQ-6.

The differences of RMS between the standard interpola-
tion and the interpolation with the RMS weighting of the 
four closest point with the same geometry considering the 
specific regions are presented in Fig. 7 with CODG (a), 
UQRG (b) and UQ-6 (c). Again, a similar behavior with 
the one observed in the other approaches was seen. Besides 
most part of the differences is close to zero, there are some 
indicators of a best performance of the weighted strategy for 
the Brazilian region (green), mainly with UQRG and UQ-6.

In general, at the ionospheric domain, no significant 
improvement was obtained by using the interpolation with 
weighting based on the uncertainties of VTEC. Case 2 (low 

ionospheric level) was the one with a smaller difference 
between the two approaches. Cases 3 and 4 (high iono-
spheric level) presented the largest differences. It is worth 
mentioning that no external data was used in this assess-
ment. Only VTEC values from the same GIMs were used 
as reference. However, besides not presenting significant 
improvement, some patterns could be noticed, indicating 
possible regional influence, such as a tendency of slightly 
better results at the latitude section 0º–30º and at the Bra-
zilian region, mainly with UQRG and UQ-6. We have per-
formed the experiment presented at the next section in the 
positioning domain to investigate this regional influence, 
considering the Brazilian region.

Results in positioning domain

Results from positioning using CODG with (red) and with-
out (blue) uncertainties are presented in Fig. 8, with the 
mean 3D error versus local time for each week (selected 
cases in Table 1) considering stations MAPA (a), SAVO (b), 
PPTE (c) and SMAR (d). It can be noticed that, in general, 
the smaller errors are observed in the second case (low solar 
flux). The largest errors occurred at cases 3 and 4 (high solar 
flux). Concerning the stations, SMAR (located in the region 
with less ionospheric impact) presents the smaller errors and 
most regular behavior compared to the other stations. The 
general positive influence of the use of the uncertainties of 
VTEC is clear in most part of the time and most significant 
at the cases with high ionospheric flux. In those cases, it is 
possible to notice an increase in the error after 20 h UT up 
to 4 h UT, especially for stations SAVO and PPTE.

Figure 9 presents VTEC values at the position of the sta-
tions for the first day of each case, calculated using CODG 
with and without uncertainties. Larger values of VTEC at 
cases 3 and 4 are clear for all the stations. Concerning the 
differences between the stations, SMAR presented smaller 
values most of the time. VTEC values calculated confirm its 
influence in error obtained in the GNSS positioning.

Figure 10 presents the RMS of the 3D error of positioning 
using CODG, with (red) and without (blue) uncertainties, for 

Fig. 5  GNSS stations used in the analysis in the position domain

Table 2  Mean absolute errors obtained with the weighting  (GIMRMSon) and simple  (GIMRMSoff) interpolations and differences between the two 
strategies (TECU) for the four selected cases described in Table 1

Case CODG UQRG UQ-6

GIMRMSoff GIMRMSon Difference GIMRMSoff GIMRMSon Difference GIMRMSoff GIMRMSon Difference

1 0.1987 0.2096 − 0.0109 0.4183 0.4167 0.0016 0.3997 0.4023 − 0.0026
2 0.1202 0.1292 − 0.0089 0.2234 0.2230 0.0003 0.2543 0.2559 − 0.0015
3 0.4256 0.4582 − 0.0326 0.6947 0.6919 0.0028 0.7385 0.7478 − 0.0094
4 0.3718 0.3984 − 0.0266 0.6440 0.6407 0.0033 0.6781 0.6908 − 0.0127
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Fig. 6  Differences of the RMS of the VTEC values by section using CODG (top row), UQRG (middle row) and UQ-6 (bottom row)

Fig. 7  Differences of the RMS of the VTEC values by region using CODG (top row), UQRG (middle row) and UQ-6 (bottom row)
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each day of each week for stations MAPA (a), SAVO (b), 
PPTE (c) and SMAR (d). The results confirm the behavior 
noticed previously with mean values (Fig. 8), with higher 
improvement with the use of the RMS weighting when cases 
3 and 4 are considered, especially with stations SAVO and 
PPTE.

Results from positioning using UQRG and UQ-6 pre-
sented the same behavior observed with CODG. Similar 
behavior related to the time of the day (higher values from 
20 h up to 4 h UT), cases with the higher influence of the 
use of weighting (high solar flux) and the stations with most 
significant improvement (SAVO and PPTE). Regarding the 

Fig. 8  Mean 3D positioning 
error using CODG GIM, sta-
tions: MAPA (top left); SAVO 
(top right); PPTE (bottom left); 
and SMAR (bottom right)

Fig. 9  VTEC calculated with 
CODG for the first day of each 
case over the stations MAPA, 
SAVO, PPTE and SMAR
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differences between UQRG and UQ-6, it can be seen in 
Fig. 11 that UQ-6 presents a most consistent behavior: an 
improvement under the hybrid weighting approach within 
high solar flux cases (3 and 4), and no worsening in the low 
solar flux case 2, similarly as in the geomagnetic activity 
case 1.

In general, the 3D errors from positioning obtained with 
CODG were slightly larger considering the results without 
weighting, 1.22 m, while UQRG and UQ-6 led to a mean 
error of 1.17 m. Regarding the approach with weighting, 
CODG presented a slightly better performance than the 
two versions of UQRG. CODG presented a mean error of 
0.87 m, UQRG 0.94 m and UQ-6 0.97 m.

Table 3 presents the rates of improvement by adding the 
uncertainties of VTEC in the positioning compared to the 
approach with GIM without RMS. The smallest rates of 
improvement occurred in the first case, geomagnetic storm, 
except for PPTE, which presented a mean decrease of 12% 
in the second case, low solar flux. SAVO and PPTE present 
the larger rates of improvement in cases 3 and 4, high solar 
flux. While MAPA and SMAR had larger improvement rates 
in cases 2 and 3, low and high solar flux.

The mean rates of improvement by station for each prod-
uct are presented at Table 4. CODG presented the highest 
mean rates of improvement for the four stations. UQ-6 is 
the only GIM not showing any worsening, and it provided 
better rates of improvement for three stations than UQRG; 
the exception was SAVO. The mean rates of improvement 

by products were 23%, 14% and 15%, considering CODG, 
UQRG and UQ-6, respectively.

Summary and conclusions

We have presented two ways of assessing the influence of 
VTEC uncertainties in the calculation of VTEC from GIM 
in the ionospheric and positioning domain in terms of a new 
associated hybrid weighting approach. The corresponding 
performance analysis in the ionospheric domain considered 
a global and two regional approaches. The analysis in the 
positioning domain was done with four stations in one of the 
most challenging cases, the Brazilian region. All analyses 
considered four cases: one week with a geomagnetic storm, 
one week with low solar flux and two weeks with high solar 
flux (equinox and solstice). Three ionospheric products were 
used: CODG, UQRG and UQ-6.

Results from the ionospheric domain considered three 
approaches regarding the geometry and number of points of 
the grid used for the interpolation. No significant improve-
ments could be observed in the approaches at global or 
regional levels. However, some results from the regional 
approach indicated some pattern of improvement in the use 
of VTEC uncertainties for the equatorial region (latitude 
section approach) and the Brazilian region (four regions 
approach) with UQRG and UQ-6.

Fig. 10  RMS of 3D error 
using CODG, stations: MAPA, 
SAVO, PPTE and SMAR
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Results in the positioning domain showed a clear influ-
ence of the total electron content uncertainties on the posi-
tioning error. The influence of VTEC in terms of the uncer-
tainties weighting approach led to significant improvements 

compared to the performance with GIMs without taking 
into account their uncertainties. Most significant rates of 
improvement were observed in cases with high solar flux, 
especially for stations SAVO and PPTE (located close to 
geomagnetic latitude − 15°). The order of magnitude of 
errors is in accordance with similar approaches, as presented 
in Orús (2017) and Prol et al. (2018).

Concerning the general performance of the ionospheric 
products used, the mean 3D error with CODG presented 
mean errors at the positioning about 5  cm larger than 
UQRG, considering the strategy without RMS. With the 
use of VTEC RMS, CODG obtained mean errors about 
7 cm smaller than UQRG and 10 cm smaller than UQ-6. 
The mean rates of improvement considering all cases and 
stations for CODG, UQRG and UQ-6 were 23%, 14% and 
15%, respectively.

Fig. 11  Mean 3D error using: 
UQRG for stations PPTE (top 
left) and SMAR (top right); 
UQ-6 for stations PPTE (bottom 
left) and SMAR (bottom right)

Table 3  Mean rates of improvement by using RMS weighting by sta-
tion and case

Station Case CODG (%) UQRG (%) UQ-6 (%)

MAPA 1 − 1 − 6 5
2 32 27 20
3 34 27 17
4 8 3 17

SAVO 1 9 7 10
2 41 25 15
3 38 32 26
4 47 40 27

PPTE 1 4 − 4 5
2 0 − 38 3
3 34 28 14
4 37 26 21

SMAR 1 6 0 10
2 23 20 14
3 22 24 18
4 27 6 16

Table 4  Mean rates of improvement by using RMS weighting by sta-
tion

Station CODG (%) UQRG (%) UQ-6 (%)

MAPA 18 13 15
SAVO 34 26 20
PPTE 19 3 11
SMAR 19 13 14
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Consequently, we recommend the usage of the VTEC 
uncertainties from Ionospheric maps in IONEX format for 
positioning applications, which can provide an additional 
improvement in the single-frequency PPP, in particular 
when low latitude regions and periods of high solar flux are 
considered.
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